SHORELINE SUBSTANTIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/
SHORELINE ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONAL
USE PERMIT:
BERG SINGLE-USER DOCK

APPLICATION NUMBERS: 975723, 974678, 978542, 975724
PARCEL NUMBER: 0121214043
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Proposal:

Construct a single-user dock that would be 150 feet long (consisting of two connected piers) consisting of two concrete piers (18 feet long by 12 feet wide) and two narrow piers (24 feet long by 12 feet wide). The total overwater area would consist of 180 square feet.

Although the dock was not to have any piling or support structure, there would be a wooden channel for support the dock. The project would consist of a concrete pier, a rock bulkhead, and a rock breakwater.

Application #: 975723, 975724, 975478

Contact: Ty Booth, Planner
ty.booth@piercecountywa.gov
(253) 798-9727

10813 32nd Street Court Northwest
Proposal Site Plan
Proposal Cross Section
QUESTIONS?

Ty Booth, Planner
253-798-3727 / ty.booth@piercecountywa.gov